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Abstract

We have released SINA-BERT, a language001
model pre-trained on BERT (Devlin et al.,002
2018) to address the lack of a high-quality Per-003
sian language model in the medical domain.004
SINA-BERT utilizes pre-training on a large-005
scale corpus of medical contents including for-006
mal and informal texts collected from various007
online resources in order to improve the perfor-008
mance on health-care related tasks. We employ009
SINA-BERT to complete following representa-010
tive tasks: categorization of medical questions,011
medical sentiment analysis, medical named en-012
tity recognition, and medical question retrieval.013
For each task, we have developed Persian anno-014
tated data sets for training and evaluation and015
learnt a representation for the data of each task016
especially complex and long medical questions.017
With the same architecture being used in each018
task, SINA-BERT outperforms BERT-based019
models that were previously made available in020
the Persian language.021

1 Introduction022

Patients, physicians and healthcare professionals023

are generating textual information every day us-024

ing diverse formats that can be found in online025

resources. To improve the diagnosis and treat-026

ment of disease, text mining techniques are becom-027

ing increasingly important. Developing computa-028

tional models of disease and applying these models029

to massive collections of textual information are030

significant challenges of computational medicine031

(Rakocevic et al., 2013).032

Text mining methods have been considered in033

multiple research studies in medicine; the most034

important ones being Named Entity Recognition035

(NER), personal data anonymization, knowledge036

discovery (Bokharaeian et al., 2017), and terminol-037

ogy extraction (Luque et al., 2019). By employing038

text mining techniques, several healthcare systems039

can be developed such as Question Answering Sys-040

tems (Ozyurt et al., 2020) and medical specialized041

search engines (Luo et al., 2008). 042

Recent progress in medical text mining is due 043

to advancements in the deep learning techniques 044

used for natural language processing (NLP). In par- 045

ticular, language models have shown remarkable 046

advances in most NLP tasks and many current state- 047

of-the-art methods often rely on Transformer-based 048

pre-trained language models (Devlin et al., 2018; 049

Radford et al., 2018). 050

While there are several BERT-based language 051

models for the medical domain in English (Lee 052

et al., 2020; Beltagy et al., 2019; Rasmy et al., 053

2020), Persian lacks such resources. In this paper, 054

we present SINA-BERT, a pre-trained language 055

representation model for the Persian biomedical do- 056

main. First, we initialize SINA-BERT with weights 057

from ParsBERT (Farahani et al., 2020), which is 058

a public domain Persian language model. Then, 059

SINA-BERT is pre-trained on large Persian med- 060

ical corpora, collected from medical and health 061

related websites, journals, books, forums and news 062

websites. These corpora contain 2.8M documents 063

from both formal and informal texts. 064

To show our language model’s effectiveness in 065

medical text mining, SINA-BERT has been fine- 066

tuned and evaluated on the following popular med- 067

ical text mining tasks: question classification, sen- 068

timent analysis, NER, and question retrieval. We 069

also provide an annotated data set for each task and 070

compare the performance of SINA-BERT against 071

the state-of-the-art models. Therefore, the contri- 072

butions of this paper can be listed as follows: 073

• A large scale Persian medical corpus. 074

• A pre-trained language model for the Persian 075

medical domain. 076

• A database containing 200k Persian medi- 077

cal questions answered by professional physi- 078

cians for the task of question retrieval. 079

• Annotated data sets for tasks of medical senti- 080

ment analysis, medical NER, and categorizing 081

medical questions in Persian. 082
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• Three data sets for automatic evaluation of083

medical retrieval systems in Persian.084

• Learning a representation for medical com-085

plex and long questions based on deep sen-086

tence representation and ranking.087

This work opens up avenues for further investiga-088

tion into Persian medical text analysis. The rest of089

this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly090

reviews BERT-based language models in the med-091

ical domain. Then the procedure of pre-training092

SINA-BERT is presented in Section 3. After that,093

the evaluation results of SINA-BERT on down-094

stream tasks are explained in Section 4. Finally,095

concluding remarks are given in Section 5.096

2 Background097

We have reviewed biomedical word embeddings098

and the BERT-based language models of medical-099

related domains below, as well as the Persian’s100

pre-trained language models.101

2.1 Language Models for Medical Domain102

BioBERT (Lee et al., 2020) is a domain-specific103

language model which was initialized by BERT104

and pre-trained on a large-scale biomedical corpus105

containing PubMed abstracts and PubMed full-text106

articles. BioBERT is fine-tuned for three biomedi-107

cal text mining tasks: NER, relation extraction, and108

question answering.109

SCIBERT (Beltagy et al., 2019) is a language110

model which was pre-trained on a sizeable multi-111

domain corpus of scientific publications. This cor-112

pus contains 1.14M papers randomly selected from113

Semantic Scholar. SCIBERT was evaluated on114

sequence tagging, sentence classification, and de-115

pendency parsing; all with data sets from various116

scientific domains.117

Clinical BERT (Alsentzer et al., 2019) was pre-118

trained on a corpus of approximately 2 million clin-119

ical notes. It improved the performance of clinical120

NLP tasks such as extracting Protected Health In-121

formation (PHI) during the process of anonymising122

medical records for de-identification.123

BEHR (Li et al., 2020) is a Transformer-based124

deep neural sequence transduction model for elec-125

tronic health records (EHR). The aim of training126

BEHR is to use a given patient’s past EHR to pre-127

dict his/her future diagnoses (if any). This model128

was trained and evaluated on the data from nearly129

1.6 million individuals.130

MedBERT (Rasmy et al., 2020) is another lan-131

guage model which was pre-trained on large-scale 132

structured EHRs to benefit downstream disease- 133

prediction tasks. This model was fine-tuned for the 134

prediction of heart failure in patients with diabetes 135

and the prediction of pancreatic cancer. 136

HQADeepHelper (Luo et al., 2020) is a deep 137

learning system that includes a wide range of 138

healthcare question answering models; most of 139

which are based on the pre-trained BERT or SCIB- 140

ERT. 141

BioWordVec (Zhang et al., 2019) is an open set 142

of biomedical word embeddings that combines sub- 143

word information from unlabeled biomedical text 144

with a widely-used biomedical vocabulary. 145

2.2 Language Models in Persian 146

Two multi-lingual language models support Per- 147

sian: multi-lingual BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) and 148

XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020) to the best 149

of our knowledge. However, the size and the do- 150

main of the corpora used by them are not apparent. 151

ParsBERT (Farahani et al., 2020) is a mono- 152

lingual BERT for the Persian language, which was 153

pre-trained on a general domain corpus of 2.8M 154

documents. ParsBERT was evaluated on NER and 155

sentiment analysis tasks. The domains of the data 156

sets used in these evaluations are news and online 157

shopping respectively. 158

3 Approach 159

Persian is among the under-resourced languages. 160

Although there are language models that support 161

Persian, none of them were pre-trained on a large 162

Persian medical corpus. Understanding medical 163

texts and solving medical tasks like question an- 164

swering attract many researchers. However, the 165

lack of a high-performance language model in this 166

domain is a severe obstacle for them. In this sec- 167

tion, we describe our Persian medical corpus and 168

the details of pre-training SINA-BERT. 169

3.1 Data Collection 170

Although there are plenty of online Persian texts 171

related to health and medicine, no large corpus is 172

available. So, to train a medical language model in 173

Persian, we had to gather together a large collec- 174

tion of texts from several online sources. The topic 175

of these texts includes health, medicine, nursing, 176

pharmacy, medical ethics and law, folk medicine, 177

Persian medicine, lifestyle, nutrition, etc. This cor- 178

pus contains 2.8M documents which were collected 179
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from the following sources:180

• health and medical news websites181

• web sites publishing scientific materials about182

health, nutrition, lifestyle, etc.183

• journals (abstract and full papers) and confer-184

ence proceedings185

• academic written materials186

• medical reference books and theses187

• online health-related forums188

• medical and health-related pages of Instagram189

• medical channels and groups of Telegram190

The collected documents are then normalized and191

cleaned so they are free of HTML tags, hyperlinks,192

CSS, javascript, etc.193

Normalization is an essential pre-processing task194

in Persian because, unlike English, some Persian195

letters can be written in different forms with dif-196

ferent ASCII codes. We have developed a new197

normalizer module in which mapping into a stan-198

dard character is provided for all of the characters199

that appear in the corpus. Wired characters are200

mapped into empty characters, which means they201

are removed.202

3.2 Pre-Training SINA-BERT203

SINA-BERT is based on the BERTBASE model ar-204

chitecture (Devlin et al., 2018) which includes 12205

hidden layers, 12 attention heads, and 768 hidden206

sizes. The total number of parameters of this con-207

figuration is 110M. The initialization of parameters208

is taken from ParsBERT (Farahani et al., 2020)209

which is a public domain BERT-base model in210

Persian. The tokenizer of ParsBERT is also bor-211

rowed. As per the original BERT and ParsBERT,212

the pre-training objective is the Masked Language213

Model (MLM), in which 15% of tokens are ran-214

domly masked. The training batch size is 6, the215

learning rate is 5e-7, and each sequence contains216

512 tokens at most.217

4 Validation on Medical Tasks218

We validated SINA-BERT on five tasks. Since the219

lack of data sets for these tasks in Persian, we pre-220

pared annotated data for each task. These resources221

have been used in the evaluation of SINA-BERT222

and could be employed in further studies on Per-223

sian medical IR and QA tasks. In each task, SINA-224

BERT’s performance is compared with the below225

state-of-the-are language models already available226

in Persian:227

• BERT-Base, Multi-lingual Cased (mBERT)228

Table 1: Accuracy of the Persian language models ap-
plied to the fill-in-the-blank task.

Model Accuracy

XLM-RoBERTa 12.83
mBERT 13.88
ParsBERT 39.44
SINA-BERT 50.71

(Devlin et al., 2018) which is a multi-lingual 229

language model that supports 102 languages 230

including Persian. 231

• XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2020) which 232

is pre-trained for one hundred languages in- 233

cluding Persian. 234

• ParsBERT (Farahani et al., 2020) which is the 235

base model of SINA-BERT. 236

In contrast to SINA-BERT, the above language 237

models were pre-trained on general domain data. 238

4.1 Fill-in-the-Blank 239

The first task was fill-in-the-blank. We searched 240

through a famous Persian website, Niniban1, which 241

is an online magazine. There are several forums 242

on this site in which people discuss all medical 243

and health-related matters, ask their questions and 244

answer other people’s questions. While the tone 245

of the magazine’s writing is completely formal, 246

forums are mostly informal. Among all the ma- 247

terials on this website, 10,000 random sentences 248

were selected. 15% of the tokens in each sentence 249

were then masked randomly. The Persian language 250

model was used to predict the masked tokens. This 251

data set was excluded from the corpus we used to 252

pre-train SINA-BERT, so we considered the ex- 253

act matching of the masked token with a predicted 254

word to be true. Therefore, we consider the num- 255

ber of true cases divided by the total number of 256

masked tokens to be an indication of the model’s 257

accuracy. Table 1 shows that SINA-BERT signifi- 258

cantly outperforms other models. Also, ParsBERT 259

is the second-best model because it was pre-trained 260

with a larger Persian corpus in comparison with 261

mBERT and XLM-RoBERTa. 262

4.2 Medical Question Classification 263

Medical Question Answering (MQA) systems have 264

gained considerable attention. Question Classifi- 265

cation (QC) is a major task within these systems 266

because MQA systems may be designed to an- 267

swer only some specific kinds of medical questions. 268

1http://niniban.com/
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Table 2: Accuracy of the language models evaluated on
the question classification task.

Model Prec. Rec. Macro F1 Accu.

mBERT 88.41 87.41 87.89 90.80
XLM-RoBERTa 90.61 88.78 89.65 92.50
fastText + CNN 90.90 91.30 91.10 93.52
ParsBERT 93.01 93.13 93.07 94.66
SINA-BERT 94.91 94.63 94.77 96.14

Questions can be classified with consideration of269

different aspects such as anatomy, disease causes,270

treatment type, etc. (Roberts et al., 2014, 2016).271

A common classification is based on the type of272

doctor that should respond to that question.273

To prepare a data set to validate SINA-BERT274

on this task, we used the QA data set we collected275

for the task of question retrieval, which will be ex-276

plained in Section 4.5. Each QA has a meta-data277

that denotes the category of the question and the278

specialty of the doctors who answered that ques-279

tion. We selected “pediatric gastroenterology" as280

one of the most frequent categories in the database.281

Among the QA from this category, 1000 random282

samples were selected and labeled “1". Also, 3400283

random samples were selected from other cate-284

gories and labeled “0". To ensure that the auto-285

matic labels were correct, all samples were manu-286

ally checked by two annotators. As a result, a data287

set containing 4400 QA was prepared.288

Using our data set, we ran a binary classifier. The289

[CLS] token of the last layer was fed into a linear290

classification layer. A dropout of 0.1 was applied291

and cross-entropy loss was optimized using Adam292

(Kingma and Ba, 2014). The model was fine-tuned293

for 10 epochs using a batch size of 8 and a learning294

rate of 2e-5.295

Table 2 shows the results of applying BERT-296

based models to the task of identifying questions297

related to pediatric gastroenterology. In addition298

to the BERT-based models, a Convolution Neural299

Network (CNN) was implemented which uses fast-300

Text (Bojanowski et al., 2017) word embedding301

as the initialization of the Embedding layer. This302

embedding was trained on the same corpus that303

was used for the pre-training of SINA-BERT. Ac-304

cording to the macro F1 and accuracy measures,305

SINA-BERT outperforms other language models.306

The results obtained by this experiment confirm307

that SINA-BERT surpasses other Persian language308

models in understanding the content of medical309

questions. 310

4.3 Medical Sentiment Analysis 311

People often interact with other users with similar 312

health conditions on social networks and health 313

forums and share their experiences about doctors, 314

drugs, treatments, or diagnosis. Therefore, senti- 315

ment analysis in medical setting (Yadav et al., 2018; 316

Denecke and Deng, 2015) has attracted much at- 317

tention in recent years. 318

To assess patients’ satisfaction with their physi- 319

cian’s performance, a data set containing 5,000 320

comments was collected from Persian online medi- 321

cal counseling websites. This data is mostly com- 322

ments from people on the quality of the counsel 323

they received from online doctors. They were man- 324

ually labeled with Satisfaction (1500 comments), 325

Un-satisfaction (1202 comments), and No-idea 326

(2298 comments), so we defined a 3-classes clas- 327

sification task for this data set. From this set of 328

comments, 5% were used for testing, 10% for vali- 329

dation, and the rest for the training. 330

To perform the evaluation, the embedding vec- 331

tors of the comments generated by SINA-BERT 332

and other base models were given to a CNN clas- 333

sifier. This classifier, which consists of 100 filters 334

of different sizes [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] along with the 335

max-pooling layer, predicts the label of each com- 336

ment based on the given embedding vectors. These 337

hyper-parameters are tuned using the validation set 338

and the model with the best accuracy was selected. 339

Moreover, Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 340

2e-5, 𝛽1 = 0.9 and 𝛽2 = 0.999 was used with 341

batch size 16. The training was performed for 3 342

epochs. 343

The results of the sentiment analysis based on 344

SINA-BERT and other basic models are shown 345

in Table 3. Due to the randomness of the initial 346

weights, each model was executed 5 times, and 347

the average of them was reported. As can be seen, 348

SINA-BERT has a higher performance compared 349

to multi-lingual models such as mBERT and XLM- 350

RoBERTa. In the case of ParsBERT, its perfor- 351

mance was close to SINA-BERT due to the fact 352

that medical terminologies are normally less com- 353

monly used in the comments of users. For example, 354

many people just said “that was good", “this doctor 355

is not so good", “last prescription didn’t work for 356

me at all", etc., which means most of the comments 357

were short and simple and lacked professional vo- 358

cabulary. 359
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Table 3: Accuracy of the language models evaluated on
the medical sentiment analysis.

Model Prec. Rec. Macro F1 Accu.

mBERT 0.91 0.90 90.06 0.90
fastText + CNN 0.91 0.91 90.06 0.91
XLM-RoBERTa 0.92 0.92 91.62 0.92
ParsBERT 0.93 0.93 92.82 0.93
SINA-BERT 0.95 0.94 94.49 0.94

4.4 Named Entity Recognition360

Medical NER systems are developed to extract in-361

formation such as drugs, diseases, and pathogens362

from a text. There are some annotated corpora with363

NER tags in Persian (Taghizadeh et al., 2020; Poost-364

chi et al., 2016); however, none of them includes365

medical entities to the best of our knowledge.366

To create a NER data set in the medical domain,367

we randomly selected 500 questions related to pedi-368

atric gastroenterology from the data set which was369

prepared in Section 4.2. These questions were an-370

notated with four entities: disease, symptom, treat-371

ment, and drug. Treatment refers to all kinds of372

actions caring for patients to combat disease except373

for the use of prescription drugs and medical tests.374

Each question was annotated by two annotators and375

the agreement between them was about 92% based376

on the tagged phrases.377

The annotated data set was randomized and split378

into 70% for training, 20% for testing, and 10%379

for validation. Table 4 presents the statistics of the380

annotated data. It tabulates the counts of tokens as381

well entity-wise counts.382

To create a Persian medical NER model, we383

adopted the network architecture of Beheshti-NER384

(Taher et al., 2020). In this model, the data is tok-385

enized and given to SINA-BERT. Each sequence386

had 512 tokens at most. Then the representation of387

a sentence which was obtained from SINA-BERT388

was given to a fully-connected layer followed by a389

Conditional Random Field (CRF) layer. We added390

a dropout layer having a probability of 0.1 before391

the fully connected layer.392

The parameter setting for the NER model was393

as follows: batch size was 8; AdamW optimizer394

(Loshchilov and Hutter, 2017) with a learning rate395

of 3e-6 was employed; the loss function is negative396

log-likelihood; the number of epochs was 15, and397

size of the fully connected layer was 786.398

Table 5 presents the detailed results for all named399

entities. The evaluation was performed at the level400

Table 4: Description of Persian medical NER data set.

Data Set Tokens Entity Counts
disease drug symptom treatment

Training 56,860 712 1946 1448 199
Test 14,899 188 531 375 52

Validation 6,213 89 221 141 14

Total 77,972 989 2698 1964 265

Table 5: F1 scores of the language models evaluated on
the medical NER.

Model Named Entities
disease drug symptom treatment micro F1 accu.

fastText 65.90 74.26 60.37 30.77 65.52 75.22
XLM-RoBERTa 86.00 88.39 67.63 25.64 82.91 86.61
mBERT 84.34 92.80 73.74 81.18 86.62 88.68
ParsBERT 80.31 92.98 74.93 71.79 86.21 89.97
SINA-BERT 83.46 92.21 74.29 77.33 86.27 90.87

of words. Among four classes, drug and disease 401

obtained the highest scores. Because the name 402

of drugs and diseases are somewhat independent 403

of the context and can be specified by using the 404

gazetteers. In contrast, symptoms and treatments 405

are highly dependent on the context and so, the 406

performance of models on these classes was lower 407

than drug and disease. Table 5 shows that SINA- 408

BERT outperformed the other models in terms of 409

accuracy and reached to the state-of-the-art results 410

based on micro F1 score. 411

4.5 Medical Question Retrieval 412

A growing number of people including patients, 413

doctors and healthcare professionals utilize Infor- 414

mation Retrieval (IR) systems to seek answers to 415

their questions. These questions vary from defi- 416

nitional questions, i.e., “What is X?", to complex 417

questions pertinent to a patient’s illness such as 418

how to assess symptoms in order to seek medical 419

help and diagnosis (Cao et al., 2011). 420

In the task of question retrieval, a list of 421

Question-Answer (QA) pairs are retrieved from 422

a database of QA which are the most similar to 423

the user’s question. This retrieval system supports 424

decision-making for diagnosis and treatment. We 425

collected a set of 200K medical QA pairs. They 426

were gathered from 20 Persian websites that pro- 427

vide online services for medical consultancy. Each 428

question of this database has been already answered 429

by at least one physician. These QA pairs are 430

cleaned and normalized. Analysis of these medical 431

questions shows that they vary in length from a 432

short sentence to one or more paragraphs, as well 433

as vary in tone from professional to personal and 434
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emotional. The average and standard deviation of435

question length are 69.0 and 78.3 tokens respec-436

tively.437

Most of the retrieval models take pre-trained rep-438

resentations and either 1) obtain a document repre-439

sentation from individual word representations that440

is subsequently used for ranking, or 2) combine441

representation similarities in some way to rank doc-442

uments (Gysel et al., 2018). A common method443

of generating question representation from word444

representation is to average the word representa-445

tions. However, this basic representation can be446

improved. Therefore, we propose the following447

representations:448

• SINA-BERT_all: The average of all embed-449

dings in the last layer of the network.450

• SINA-BERT_rsw: It is similar to SINA-451

BERT_all; but the stop-words are removed452

from the average pooling.453

• SINA-BERT_kw: Instead of giving the com-454

plete question to the network, 𝑛 most impor-455

tant key phrases are selected together with two456

words before and after them as the context457

for key phrases. The enhanced key phrases458

are separated with [SEP] tokens, and this459

sequence is then given to the model. Key460

phrases are selected based on TF-IDF score.461

• SINA-BERT_kw_rcnt: It is similar to SINA-462

BERT_kw; but two words after and before463

the key phrases are ignored just before the464

average pooling and only the embedding of465

key phrases are considered.466

Therefore, we adopted an unsupervised approach467

toward ranking documents as follows: Given a468

user’s query, the representation of this query is ob-469

tained and the similarity of it to all the questions of470

the database is calculated using their cosine simi-471

larity. The topmost similar ones are retrieved and472

presented to the user. In the next sections, we com-473

pare SINA-BERT with the current state-of-the-art474

models and report their scores.475

4.5.1 User-Oriented Evaluation476

In the first evaluation, 70 QA pairs of the database477

were selected randomly and separated from other478

QA pairs. These QA pair were supposed to be the479

user’s queries that were given to the retrieval sys-480

tem. In response to each user’s query, the most sim-481

ilar QA pair of the database (top one) was judged482

by a human. There is a multiple-choice format for483

the judgment:484

• Similar questions: two patients had similar485

Table 6: Accuracy of the language models on the task
of medical question retrieval evaluated by human judg-
ment.

Model Accuracy (01) Accuracy

XLM-RoBERTa 18.57 30.00
mBERT 18.57 31.42
ParsBERT 25.71 32.86
SINA-BERT_all 30.00 41.43
SINA-BERT_kw 35.71 42.14
SINA-BERT_rsw 35.71 45.00
SINA-BERT_kw_rcnt 35.71 47.85

conditions and their request was the same or 486

very similar. 487

• Similar topics: two questions had similar top- 488

ics; however they were not the same. 489

• Different topics: two questions had different 490

topics. 491

These three options received scores of 1, 0.5, and 0 492

respectively. However, in a rigid evaluation, only 493

the first case got a score of 1 and the others got 494

0. The accuracy was then calculated based on 495

these scores. These human judgments were dou- 496

ble checked to be fair across different language 497

models. 498

Table 6 presents the scores obtained by SINA- 499

BERT and other language models. All versions of 500

SINA-BERT significantly outperform other BERT- 501

based models. Comparing four methods for pro- 502

ducing document representation from word em- 503

beddings reveals that extracting keywords and re- 504

moving stop words improves the accuracy of SINA- 505

BERT_all by 1.7% and 8.6%, respectively. Adding 506

the contexts into the keywords before feeding them 507

into the model and removing the context word em- 508

beddings during the average pooling result the most 509

improvement over SINA-BERT_all, i.e. about 510

15.5%, and result in the highest scores. This means 511

that context words are necessary to produce the 512

meaningful embedding of keywords; however, av- 513

erage of keyword’s embedding is sufficient to build 514

sentence representation. 515

4.5.2 Paraphrased Test Data 516

In the second evaluation, 200 QA pairs were se- 517

lected from the database at random. These QAs 518

were divided into four parts and each part was given 519

to a human native in Persian with an academic de- 520

gree to read the question carefully and produce a 521

paraphrase for it. The guideline was to “rewrite the 522

question by changing the writing style, words, tone 523
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Table 7: Performance of different methods of question
representation on single-stage retrieval task using para-
phrased test data.

Model R@1 R@5 R@10

XLM-RoBERTa 28.19 35.10 37.76
mBERT 27.65 34.57 40.42
ParsBERT 31.38 38.29 40.95
SINA-BERT_all 36.17 43.08 47.34
SINA-BERT_kw 40.42 45.74 48.93
SINA-BERT_rsw 42.02 50.00 54.78
SINA-BERT_kw_rcnt 44.14 53.19 55.31

Table 8: R@1 of the retrieval models applied to the
noisy queries.

Model Noise Percentage
0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

XLM-RoBERTa 86.1 25.0 4.9 0.9 0.3
mBERT 97.8 83.2 34.6 9.3 1.3
ParsBERT 98.4 79.8 28.8 6.9 1.3
SINA-BERT_rsw 48.1 32.1 13.5 4.3 0.8
SINA-BERT_kw 93.7 48.1 9.8 1.7 0.3
SINA-BERT_all 99.2 86.8 28.2 5.3 0.5
SINA-BERT_kw_rcnt 99.1 97.1 85.1 57.9 23.5

of the text, etc. at most at possible until no change524

in the meaning”.525

Each paraphrased question was a query given526

to the retrieval system, and therefore the prime527

question is expected to be retrieved. To measure528

the performance of a retrieval system, we used the529

R@k metric, so we retrieved top k questions (k= 1,530

5, and 10), and checked if the prime question was531

among the retrieved questions.532

Table 7 presents the comparison of different lan-533

guage models. The overall scores are similar to534

Table 6, and SINA-BERT_all outperforms all the535

state-of-the-art language models. Among the pro-536

posed methods for filtering tokens from the average537

pooling, SINA-BERT_kw_rcnt shows the most im-538

provement of R@10; obtaining 16.8% higher than539

the SINA-BERT_all.540

4.5.3 Noisy Queries541

In the third evaluation, 1000 QAs from the database542

were selected randomly. In each question, 𝑚 per-543

cent of tokens were replaced with random tokens544

from the vocabulary. 𝑚 varies from 0.1, 0.2, to 0.5.545

This noisy data set is given to all methods. It is ex-546

pected that the prime question is retrieved when the547

noisy question is the query. So, we evaluated the re-548

trieval methods by using the R@1 metric. As Table549

8 demonstrates, the highest scores are obtained by550

SINA-BERT_kw_rcnt. This method outperforms551

Table 9: Comparison of different retrieval methods on
the paraphrased data set.

Model R@1 R@5 R@10 MRR

UKP-DistilBERT 36.36 49.73 54.54 43.73
TF-IDF 50.00 62.23 66.47 56.66
UKP-XLMR-paraph 50.26 63.10 69.51 57.00
SINA-BERT 68.87 75.51 76.53 69.95

all systems by a substantial margin; especially for 552

higher noise percentages. 553

4.5.4 Comparing with Text Mining Methods 554

In the last evaluation, different methods of docu- 555

ment presentation were compared by using an un- 556

supervised re-ranking approach: Firstly, an initial 557

list of documents is retrieved by a simple and fast 558

unsupervised bag-of-words method, e.g. BM25 559

(Robertson et al., 1995), which are then re-ranked 560

by the BERT-based models that produce the docu- 561

ment representation from the word representation. 562

In addition to SINA-BERT_kw_rcnt, we em- 563

ployed UKP-DistilBERT (Reimers and Gurevych, 564

2020) and UKP-XLMR-paraph (Reimers and 565

Gurevych, 2020) which are two multi-lingual sen- 566

tence embeddings. The training of these models is 567

based on the idea that a translated sentence should 568

be mapped to the same point in the vector space 569

as the original sentence. Therefore a mono-lingual 570

model, e.g. mBERT, is used to generate sentence 571

embeddings for the source language and then train 572

a new system on translated sentences to mimic the 573

original model. These models are available in more 574

than 50 languages including Persian. The simi- 575

larity of two questions is computed based on the 576

cosine similarity of sentence embedding of the two 577

questions. 578

The data set used in this experiment is the para- 579

phrased data as was described in Section 4.5.2. 580

Table 9 represents the recall scores obtained by 581

different sentence representation methods. For a 582

better comparison, we report the scores of the bag- 583

of-word model of TF-IDF. The re-ranking method, 584

which is based on SINA-BERT_kw_rcnt, signif- 585

icantly outperforms UKP-DistilBERT and UKP- 586

XLMR-paraph. TF-IDF obtains a higher recall 587

in comparison with the sentence representation 588

method of UKP-DistilBERT. Although this is con- 589

trary to our expectations, the main reason for this 590

result is that two paraphrased medical questions 591

have many common keywords such as the names 592

of drugs, names of diseases, names of medical treat- 593

7



Table 10: An example query with the best retrieved
question. The last row shows the manual judgment.

ment, etc. The medical domain is a named entity-594

rich area that changes the scores in the favor of the595

bag-of-word models when evaluated on the para-596

phrased test data.597

Table 10 shows an example of a Persian medi-598

cal query and the best-retrieved question by SINA-599

BERT in comparison with ParsBERT and UKP-600

Distill-BERT. This query is related to the field of601

pediatric gastroenterology, in which a mother asks602

for some advice for her baby who refuses to drink603

milk. All the retrieved questions also refer to the604

baby’s nutrition. However, deeply considering the605

retrieved questions reveals that although there are606

many common words between them, the issue that607

araises only in the question on the left which was608

retrieved by SINA-BERT, is similar to the query609

and the others are relatively different. This example610

therefore shows that SINA-BERT can be employed611

in understanding medical documents such as field612

of pediatric gastroenterology.613

5 Conclusion and Future Work614

This paper was the first work on developing a med-615

ical language model in Persian. A BERT-based616

language model was pre-trained by collecting a617

large corpus of both formal and informal Persian618

texts from online resources. SINA-BERT was val-619

idated on five tasks and we have prepared a data620

set for each one. SINA-BERT outperformed the621

state-of-the-art Persian language models in all tasks.622

The margin between it and the other models in the 623

task of question retrieval is much more than in the 624

classification tasks of question classification and 625

sentiment analysis; mainly because the supervi- 626

sion that exists in the classification tasks somewhat 627

closes the gap between SINA-BERT and the other 628

language models. However, for the unsupervised 629

task of question retrieval, the significant differences 630

reveal that training a language model across a large 631

medical data set greatly benefits its understanding 632

of related texts. 633

As for future works, there is a wide range of 634

tasks in the area of Persian medical text analysis 635

such as information extraction from clinical notes, 636

medical NER, biological relation extraction, med- 637

ical entity linking, disease prediction, etc., which 638

can be solved using the SINA-BERT; subject to 639

provision of the annotated data sets. Finally, the 640

achievements of this research provide the founda- 641

tion for further studies of Persian health and medi- 642

cal related tasks. 643
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